
Becky Anderson & Jeff Morehead
Although our advertising agency consumes much of our 
time, love of nature inspires us to don hiking boots to 
explore and capture the raw beauty around us. Whether 
in our photo studio or on a mountain trail in the middle 
of a downpour, we combine our talents of artistic design 
and composition on each shoot. In the fashion of Currier 
& Ives, we shoot, select, style and design prints as a team.

As part of Morehead Marketing, our advertising, design 
and photography firm, we own a commercial photo studio 
near Parkersburg, WV which specializes in product, styled 
food, room set, architectural, model, tourism, landscape 
and fine art photography. Our images have been published 
worldwide through ads, promotions and magazines such as 
Woodcraft Magazine, Wonderful West Virginia, Ohio Magazine, 
West Virginia Medical Journal, Early American Life, Columbus
Monthly, Cleveland Magazine, and West Virginia Living. 

Print & Framing Quality
Each giclée is Raster Image Processed on premium luster paper
with wide color gamut inks which we both hand sign. Color is 
spectrophotometer certified to match G7 international printing
quality. Archival materials surround every print: backing board,
double mats, protection either by clear sleeves or framed (solid
oak painted black or
honey stained) with 
conservation glass to 
block 99% UV light. 
Standard mat sizes 
are 18"x24" and
22"x30" with other
sizes also available.
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Find The Hidden State In Each Print
Photography tells a story and that story is different for everyone
who views it. Our scenic prints engage people. Not only do they
bring back memories of places loved and locales to dream about,
but hidden in each print is the state’s shape where photographed
and viewers love to spend time trying to find its secret location.

Fine Art Prints & Digital Paintings
Whether shooting in the mountainous terrain of our native
West Virginia, the beaches and salt marshes of South Carolina’s
Lowcountry or a winding back road in Ohio’s Amish Country,
we strive to capture the beauty of our surroundings with a fresh
eye. We also blend our talents for photography, illustration, and
graphic design to create beautiful digital paintings. These prints
include one or more photos blended together with the addition
of painterly brush techniques to create unique works of art.

View Frame Options, learn about Collector’s Club discounts and
find the location of Hidden States at MoreheadPhotography.com.

West Virginia’s state 
shape hides as a leaf 
among rocks. Ohio’s shape
resides on a buggy’s fender.
South Carolina’s state shape
floats hidden among clouds.
Each print has a subtly 
hidden state to be found. 
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